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Our Mission

Underground and indoor spaces are becoming increa-

singly complex and rapidly expanding. Over three times 

the world’s population, subway passengers, under-

ground stations that make up more than 90 percent of 

the country’s facilities, and indoor spaces that run un-

derground stay longer. Due to the explosive increase in 

data production and consumption in underground and 

indoor spaces, indoor location services are increasingly 

important for corporate profit making, user convenience 

and safety purposes. WATA’s goal is to help companies 

around the world operate efficiently and increase pro-

ductivity through space recognition technology that ac-

curately identifies people and objects and an easy-to-use 

integrated platform. Now the provision of indoor location 

services is not just for development and data professio-

nals. Identify your location and create higher value based 

on collected data and statistics.

WATA is a platform that provides all solutions for location information integrated into one. Using hybrid spatial data 

based on mobile and non-mobile sensors in underground and indoor spaces where the location cannot be confirmed 

because GPS does not reach, accurately recognize the location of people and objects. WATA Solution creates real-

time maps using 3D LiDAR, detect & classify objects using LiDAR, collect non-map-based spatial data, create an 

instant map using smartphone AR mode, provide location information service, and data analysis all in one platform.

One stop solution for all location 
based services.

By finding out your precise location,  
We provide a more valuable future.
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WATA provides AI Cloud Spatial Awareness Platform, 

an indoor space data and hyper-proximity location 

information service platform, and various Smart 

Space Solutions connected to the Platform by utili-

zing indoor space data such as Wi-Fi, BLE, pressure, 

magnetic field and LTE & 5G cell pat- terns. As a one-

stop solution, the Platform provides all location-re-

lated services from map creation to data collection 

without maps & DB creation, location information 

services and data analysis. With industry-specific 

data and service design provided through the Plat-

form, WATA helps companies obtain future insights 

derived from location information of customers and 

assets. With the exponential growth in people & 

assets tracking market, WATA’s role is critical than 

ever. WATA provides a precise location of people and 

asset through the various solutions. WATA continu-

es to advance its technology not only according to 

the changes within the communities and the trend 

current, WATA has already prepared for what’s to 

come. WATA was established in 2019 with the objec-

tive of adding value to our daily lives by transforming 

a physical space into Smart Space where people 

and objects interact through WATA’s spatial awaren-

ess technology. Through its services and solutions, 

WATA contributes to creating people-centric spaces 

and building Smart City. With its innovative techno-

logy, WATA has achieved meaningful results. WATA 

was selected as Official Provider of Indoor Location 

Information Guide Services for 2020 Tokyo Olympic 

Games after having demonstrated its precise posi-

tioning technology at Tokyo Government POC and 

the Demonstration Competition. In addition, WATA 

conducted Gartner Vendor Briefing and participated 

in CES 2021 in cooperation with Samsung C-Lab. 

WATA has been selected as a winner in several inter-

national open innovations and projects; such as CO-

ME-IN by global security company- Prosegur, col-

laborating a special project called “ZERO1NE” with 

Hyundai Motors. Also, WATA’s innovative technology 

was recognized at CES 2022 as well, by selected as a 

CES Innovation Awards honoree for both in the Soft-

ware & Mobile Apps / Virtual & Augmented Reality.

WATA connects people and space 
by finding a precise location.

I. Introducing, 
AI Cloud Spatial Awareness Platform

Find the Location, 
Provide the Next Step 

I. Introducing,  AI Cloud Spatial Awareness Platform
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Whether your business have enough spatial data or not, 
We provide the one stop solution.

WATA's Platform is supported by four core technologies, each related to map creation, data collection, spatial awaren-

ess, and data platform. Enabled by these technologies, WATA started its business by providing four Solutions, 3D 

LiDAR Map Creation Solution, Spatial Data Collection Solution, Spatial Awareness Solution and Data Platform. The 

precondition of LBS is that the user carries a mobile or some sort of device to identify the location. While we deployed 

our solutions into various market, one of the limitations we faced is that there are specific industries where people do 

not carry their smartphones with them. Thus, the search for various positioning device that meets our high expectati-

ons such as accuracy- led us to initiate our approach on both mobile and LiDAR based technology. We’ve upgraded 

our existing technology to 3D LiDAR Object Detection and Classification through semantic segmentation by collecting 

PCDs and 3D images. On top of that, we’ve advanced the spatial data collection technology as well. Now, WATA offers 

the spatial data collection with the AR Mode on the smartphone.

WATA Inc. //
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Mobile, Infrastructure & LiDAR 

ONE STOP Solution

WATA provides four core solutions, 3D LiDAR Map 
Creation Solution supported by 3D LiDAR Slam and 
Detection Classification via Semantic Segmentation 

Solution, Spatial Data Collection Solution, Spatial Awa-
reness Solution, and Data Platform.

Core technologies

WATA Inc. //II. WATA's Approach On AI Positioning
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II. WATA's Approach On AI Positioning

3D LiDAR based Object Detection & Classification / 
Semantic Segmentation Solution is the newest ad-
dition to our existing technology.
 
The 3D LiDAR SLAM / Map Creation Solution crea-
tes a 2D/3D indoor spatial awareness map by com-
bining 3D point cloud data and hybrid spatial data in 
real-time. Using a mobile 3D LiDAR, spatial data is 
collected fast in complex environments while crea-
ting a map. Time and cost are reduced by simplifying 
the existing processes into one step. By simplifying 
the existing complicated processes of map creation, 
data collection and map matching into one step, 
WATA reduces time and cost significantly for the in-
troduction of location information services. 

With the installment of LiDAR, where there isn’te-
nough spatial data, or restricted areas for using 
smartphone, the 3D object (person, cart, bicycle, car) 
Detection and Classification Solution (Center Point 
25ms & Noise Filtering 2ms) generates and assigns 
object IDs by extracting feature points of recogni-
zed objects (key, location, cart, group, etc.) With 
the semantic segmentation technology, now we can 
detect, and classify objects such as roads, parking 
lines, road marks, streetlights, pedestrians, and so 
on. It can also be used for tracking as well. 

LiDAR Based 
3D LiDAR SLAM / Map Creation
3D Object Detection & Classification
3D LiDAR Semantic Segmentation 
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II. WATA's Approach On AI Positioning

WATA’s search for equipping better and more con-
venient use for the customer never stops. The la-
test technology enables the users to collect spatial 
data with user’s smartphone by just turning on the 
AR mode on smartphone camera. It creates 2.5D/3D 

Map by collecting the measurement of the height & 
width, and spatial data with AR mode on your smart-
phone camera. 

Mobile & Infrastructure Based 
Collect Spatial Data with AR Mode 

2D Map Creation POI Information

Image

Route Information

3D Spatial Data Creation

Coordinate Creation

Location Information 
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II. WATA's Approach On AI Positioning

For areas where using smartphone is restricted, or 
areas where the quality of the data is poor, we may 
suggest additional infrastructure installment. The 
suggestion varies by each case after the data as-
sessment. In some cases, we suggest utilizing the 
Bluetooth-based positioning method using BLE tags, 
(manufacturing, construction, logistics, etc.), AoAs, 
and UWBs. The issues on the existing infrastructures 
such as batteries and management were resolved 
with AoA’s appearance in the market, which provi-
des high accuracy of 1m level in addition. With our 

professional guidance, your business may experien-
ce the efficiency-centered systematically calculated 
optimized location-based service. 

Also, using the BLE solution, you may experien-
ce the smart office function-which enables BLE 
paring between employees’ smartphone and PC. 
Management has never been easier when you 
have WATA’s AI Spatial Awareness Platform.

Mobile & Infrastructure Based 
Infrastructure Installment
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II. WATA's Approach On AI Positioning

Process

2D Grid Map Extraction 2D Overlay Drawing Object

WATA provides accurate positioning by collecting all hybrid spatial data (Wi-Fi 
RSSI/RTT, BLE, pressure, magnetic field, cell patterns, GPS, etc.) with smartphone 
sensors and recognizing space and location with a combination of selected data 
that have the highest probability values. This enables precise positioning even in 
complex indoor environments. 

OBJ Vector Format 
(3D Virtual View)

2D SVG Vector Format  
(2D Floor-plan) 

Mobile & Infrastructure Based 
Hybrid Spatial Data Collection 
Map & Non-Map Based

point cloud hybrid data

collection point

20

One of the challenges to introducing location information services is the availability of up-to-date indoor 
maps. It is often the case that small business owners do not have a map for their service area and producing 
a map is expensive and time-consuming. WATA addresses this challenge by providing a solution that allows 
for spatial data collection without maps. The Spatial Data Collection Solution enables to collect data just by 
walking along a collection path with a smartphone, hybrid spatial data including Wi-Fi, BLE, magnetic field, 
pressure, LTE & 5G cell patterns and GPS is collected automatically even without maps. The Solution also 
allows for voice-enabled POI creation and provides path edit tools. 
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III. What To Do With The Data Received From The Approaches? 

01
Sign in to Positioning App

02
Load my spatial database

03
Positioning

04
Check my current location

Ensuring positioning accuracy is fundamental to 
providing services in a reliable way. Location infor-
mation services provided in the wrong place at the 
wrong time may be considered a hassle to visitors. 
WATA provides precise positioning even in complex 
environments by collecting all hybrid spatial data 
(Wi-Fi RSSI/RTT, BLE, pressure, magnetic field, cell 
patterns, GPS, etc.) with smartphone sensors and 

additional infrastructure installment. After receiving 
sufficient data, it is sent to our Cloud Platform, and it 
recognizes space and location with a combination of 
data selected through algorithms.

More accurate & precise positioning with WATA’s algorithms. 

01 
Spatial Awareness Solution

III. WHAT TO DO WITH THE DATA 
RECEIVED FROM THE APPROACHES? 
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III. What To Do With The Data Received From The Approaches?

02
Data Platform: Statistics & Analysis

03
Service Usability

Real-time figures on customer classification, current 
location, movement path, visit frequency, density 
analysis, stay duration, customer preferences, beha-

The Platform provides industry-specific data and 
spatial awareness services through Smart space 
solutions for smart parking, hospital, factory, smart 
building, smart store/retail, smart MICE, smart air-
port, smart hotel, ultimately the smart city. A variety 
of features (e.g., entry/exit management, people tra-
cking and asset management) are provided for effec-

vior analysis and event promotion will be provided. tive monitoring. Also, WATA provides SDKs/APIs for 
the efficient and prompt usability.
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With location intelligence, monitoring becomes 
easier and more effective.

WATA Inc. //

IV. WHY WATA?

IV. Why WATA?

Competitors WATA

Convenience

Technology

Accessibility

Data Utilization

Adaptability

Advancement

Partial Process Process from the start to end users

Eliminating noise with AI technology algorithms

Adaptability and flexibility for each industries 

Continuous data accumulation with various environmental applicability  
and AI algorithms

Flexibility of the technology to customize for each countries regulations

Constant advancement through the R&D Center with expert groups 

Old fashioned way

limited to specific industries

limited environment and temporary data 

No experience & unable to customize 

Technological Barrier is hard to overcome

Differentiation Strategy 
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Smart City
Integrated Location Information Data Platform

Smart Store/Retail
Store/Customer Management,  Entry/Exit  Monitoring,   
Cashier-less stores, Hyper-personalized Marketing Platform

Smart Building/Office
Control Monitoring, Employee Attendance Management

Smart Factory / Logistics
Entry/Exit Management, Asset Management,  
AGV Real-time Monitoring of Workers 

Smart  Mobility
Shared-mobility Platform, Indoor Location Information DB, 
Indoor Maps

Smart Hospital
Prevention of Infectious Disease /Visitor Location Information
 Medical Equipment and Asset Management 

Smart Parking
APP & Non-App user, Lidar Object Detecting, Find My Car

Smart Airport
Location Information, Ticketing, Management, 
Travel Information, Control & Monitor

WATA Inc. //

V. WHERE TO BE USED?

V. Where To Be Used?
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VI. HOW DO I GET STARTED?

Do you have any questions about business 
or product?

We would like to understand and respond 
your requirements. Please feel free to 
contact us for a free consult. We may 
have a further discussion regarding your 
companies’ needs. 
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